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Abstract
This paper gives a description of the software package TSPX, Version 2.2. This software
was developed to handle large symmetric traveling salesman problems arising in practical
applications. Depending on the available CPU time reasonable (10%-20% above optimum)
or very good (1 %-2% above optimum) approximate solutions can be obtained. Special
attention is given to geometric instances. Furthe.r additional features make TSPX a very
useful tool also for teaching purposes.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to give a detailed description of the software package
The program TSPX has been designed for the following purposes:

TSPX.

handling of arbitrary symmetric traveling salesman problems,
computation of approximate solutions,
- computation of lower bounds,
- fast computations exploiting geometric structures ,
- data management facilities.
The implementation we describe here has the important properties:
- interactive environment for comfortable access to the algorithmic facilities,
- interrupt features ,
- single step mode ,
- automatic writing of session statistics ,
- callable library of algorithms that can be used in application programs,
- easy to handle interfaces to the algorithms as well as to the implemented window
manager,
- expandability by user-written distance functions and algorithms,
- provision of many fast algorithms to allow interactive sessions even for finding good
feasible solutions for large problem instances.
This description discusses the use of TSPX in an interactive environment on a SUN workstation. It is written for two general types of users. One possible application of TSPX is
for educational purposes. It is very well suited for obtaining insight into the working of
many algorithms due to its variety of implemented algorithms and due to the possibility
to perform them in a single step mode. A second possible application of TSPX is to really
use it for practical problem solving. The package is capable for the treatment of large
traveling salesman problems and is suited for finding very good approximate solutions ( in
the range of 1%-2% above optimality) in reasonable time as well as for finding medium
quality solutions (in the range of 10%-20% above optimality) very fast. Several techniques
are available to achieve these goals. Special purpose algorithms are included for geometric problem instances. Furthermore, several possibilities to obtain lower bounds are also
included.
Vle will assume familiarity with the traveling salesman problem and heuristics for finding
upper and lower bounds. Mathematical details are not discussed here. They are extensively
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discussed in REINELT (1991a). Here all algorithms are described and their performance
is evaluated. A further recommendation is LAWLER, LENSTRA, RINNOOY KAN, AND
SHMOYS (1985). These two references also provide a guide to further literature.
Remark In its present status the interactive environment only runs under the Sun View
window system. If results are to be plotted then it is required that the TransScript software
for accessing the La.serWriter is installed. Since future SUN operating systems will no
longer support Sun View the software will be revised to adhere to new standards. The
algorithmic core, however is independent of any window system. A detailed desription of
the algorithmic core is contained in REINELT (1991d).
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2. Getting started
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the principles of operation of the software package
and to give a description of its interactive use. To get acquainted with TSPX we recommend
to first read this manual completely and then conduct the sample session in section 5 to
get used to the input requirements of the package and also to some of its functionalities.

2.1 Purpose of the software
The main purpose of TSPX is to provide a tool for (approximate) practical traveling salesman problem solving. Emphasis was laid on the ability to handle many standard types
· of symmetric traveling salesman problems and to supply a comprehensive collection of algorithms. Based on this algorithmic core a window based user interface was implemented
that realizes easy access to the components of the core.
\:Ve sketch the normal use of TSPX by a user who wants to treat TSPs for specific applications.
The first step consists in providing TSPX with the problem data. The package is prepared to
handle many types of TSPs that occur in standard applications. A special file format was
designed that facilitates input of problem data. TSPX is not only able to handle problem
instances given by a distance matrix, but a collection of useful distance functions is already
built-in. With very little effort a user ·can add further distance functions.
Having read the problem data TSPX is ready to compute feasible tours for a traveling
salesman problem or lower bounds on the length of the shortest possible tour. Several
algorithms are available to accomplish this and are selectable via corresponding menus.
For determining tours two basic types of heuristics are available: heuristics that compute
some first tour and heuristics that try to improve a given tour by making local modifica. tions. To compute lower bounds we have simple algorithms to get a first impression of the
tour quality, but also more powerful iterative procedures.
It is intuitively clear that long edges will not or rarely appear in good solutions. Hence
algorithms can be accelerated considerably if they do not waste time in considering such
edges. A major ingredient of TSPX is to handle sets of promising candidate edges which
are stored as a subgraP.h of the current problem. Basically, for problem solving TSPX can
be run in two modes: In the first mode no special candidate sets are taken into account , in
the second mode (subgraph mode) the edges of the current subgraph drive the algorithms
(if they are prepared for this as most of them are). In subgraph mode computations
are usually much faster, but still provide results which are about as good as the results
computed in "complete mode". The user should always be aware of thes~ two different
running modes and convince himself that TSPX is running in the desired mode. Several
possibilities to generate or augment subgraphs are implemented. Candidate subgraphs can
be read and written by TSPX. ·
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Moreover, extensive graphic facilities are provided for analyzing problem data, wate:hing
execution of algorithms and assessing solutions. Graphical input to drive certain algorithms
is supported.
Special attention has been given to large geometric problem instances. By using suitable
heuristics it is possible to compute acceptable solutions for such problems in a few minutes
in an interactive session on a workstation.
Components for writing data and for plotting results complete the package.
TSPX is also an educational tool. It provides possibilities to watch many algorithms in single
step mode and is enhanced by some demonstration algorithms. These are not implemented
for practical use but for visualizing further algorithmic principles. So, even if one does not
want to solve symmetric traveling salesman problems the software can give insight into
methods and principles that could also be applied to related problem classes.
In the present version components to solve problems to optimality are not included. Here
· still a .lot of research is going on, but probably future versions will also contain such
algorithms. The main problem here is that running times for computing optimum solutions
can only hardly be estimated depending on the problem size.
In the remainder of this chapter we will describe how the interactive user interface is to
be operated.

2.2 Principles of operation
In its distributed version the algorithmic core of TSPX is enhanced with a session manager
for operating the system in the SunView window environment. All functions are invoked
through this managing facility. To make proper use of it the user should have a basic
understanding of the Sun View system, i. e. knowledge of windows and menus and how to
use keyboard and mouse for input.
.
Presumed that the installation of the package has been carried out properly the system is
invoked by issuing the command

tspx
within the Sun View environment. The system will now be set up and a window will appear
that covers almost the whole screen of your workstation.
This TSPX-window basically consists of four parts:
- the command panel displaying the twelve buttons "Terminate", "Help", "Options" "I/0" "Display" "Plot" "Auxiliary" "Construct" "LowBound"
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
"Improve", "Subgraph", and "Demo" to call for specific actions,
the information panel displaying informations about the current problem (left
below the command panel),
- the output window replacing the standard output device ( to the _. right of the
information panel), and
4

the graphics canvas (lower part of the window) displaying graphical information
if possible and desired.

In addition to some other information the information panel always shows the currently
known upper and. lower bormd for a problem as well as the corresponding quality guarantee.
Lower bounds computed in subgraphs are preceded by a'*' to indicate that they might
not be valid for the problem. Quality guarantees are always given based on true lower
bounds.
A label at the top of the window will display the current version of the software.
A possible display ( after having performed some actions) might look as follows.

Problem name ·
gr120
CMffient:
120 e1ttec 1n Ger"ltlany (Groetcer,el)
Current length: 695 1
6ound s:
[ 6036 , 6951] (15.16\ )
Sub gr apri:
738 edges

( Mor• info

: :ie1auna y 9~1ph has bea r g1m1tratec .
1(, neare!t neighbor subgraph: 12 0 nodes, 711 eoges .

] ( Probl• 1og)

Figure 2.1 The TSPX window

Upon invoking certain actions some further pop-up wind?ws or pop-up menus may appear . .
Their functionality is described at appropriate places below.
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2.3 Using the SunView session manager
The session manager provides the user with a comfortable means for getting access to the
facilities of TSPX. Keyboard and to a large extent mouse actions are used to drive this
manager. In addition to the four permanently displayed subwindows further windows are
prepared for input and output of data. These are only temporarily visible when certain
functions are invoked.

2.3.1 Basic components and mouse actions
All actions are initiated by pressing either the left or the right mouse button. Pressing
the left or the right button usually results in different actions. The user has to be sure
that the action he desires will be started. A basic principle is that (except for a few cases)
a sequence of actions will be initiated by pressing the left mouse button over one of the
twelve buttons of the command panel.

. ----------------------_Input/Output procedures
'. COlmlands in this category are used to read or write data.
,A menu to select particular commands appears if the LEFT mouse button is
: pressed. Available choices (selected by pulling the cursor to the right)
are:
· Input procedures:
: Read problem
_Read data for a new traveling salesman problem .
: Read tour
Read a tour for the current problem .
Read subgraph
.·•.

-------------

\{ Add a subgraph from f i 1e to the current subgraph .

----------------

j Read multipliers
l\:i: Read node :Ult i p1i ers
. -\~

1,.-_._..
1·.':-:·.:

1:s Output
::::.:::::

for the current prob 1em.

procedures:

-------------

} 'v/rite problem
. :-·.-.

-------------

· ( 'v/r 1te the current problem •

... -·-------Figure 2.2 Help window for 1/0 .commands
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General guidelines are the following.
Pressing the right mouse button over a command panel button displays a window
giving help information. This window disappears if the "done" -item is selected in its
frame menu using the right mouse button. The help window .for the "I/O"-button
is shown in Figure 2.2. A help window can be scrolled to get access to all of its text.
Pressing the left mouse button on a command panel button may
a) directly initiate an action,
b ).display a pop-up window which is used for input of additional necessary information,
c) display a menu from which an item is selectable by keeping the left mouse
button pressed and moving the cursor over the desired item. Upon release of
the mouse button an action is started. Depending on the current problem status
and on available data several items of such a menu may be grayed out since the
corresponding action cannot be performed at present. The following figure shows
the pop-up menu for the "Construct"-button corresponding to some status of
the current problem.
Space f1111ng curves
Drunken salesaan
Nearest ne1ghbor
Fast nearest neighbor
Local nearest ne;ghbor
Nearest ne;ghbor l backtrack
Cheapest 1nsert1on
Fast cheapest 1nsert1on
Farthest ;nsertion
Farthest insertion ( ■ ax, ■ ax)
Farthest 1nsert1on ( ■ 1n, ■ ax)
Nearest 1nsert1on
Farthest/nearest insertion
Rando■ 1nsert1on
Max1mu■ 1111!1 1naert1on
Minimun sum insertion
Clarke/Wright savings
Precond1t1oned Clarke/Wr1ght
Rec on !i t r uct
Re con !itru ct II
Neighbor•Decoaposition
Delaunay Decoapos1t1on
Chr1stof1des heur1st1c
Double tree heuristic
Nearest na1ghbor (Delaunay)
Local NN (Delaunay)

Figure 2.3 Pop-up menu for the "Construct"-button
Additional problem information in the information panel is obtained by pressing the
left mouse button on the "More info"-button (for more detailed problem specifications) or on the "Problem log".:.button (for a log of commands applied to the
current problem as well as coinputed results, parameters and CPU times) . The windows that appear this way disappear when "done" is selected in the corresponding
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frame menu using the right mouse button. We show these windows in Figure 2.4
and Figure 2.5.

: Problem type: TSP
_Number of nodes: 120
-~inimum x-coordinate: B.00
\; Maximum x-coordi nate: 159. 00
Minimum y-coordinate: 12.00
Maximum y-coordinate: 25B.00
~

." Data format : Ul'11'ER_OIAG_RO'II
. :1 stance: EXPLICIT
c ilable information: Tw'ONN

IIJ:,e launay graph
II Subgraph
:
Unspec i fied
~

is available.

120 nodes, 73B edges

f:i

;- '<e lated files:
./ . . / TSPLIB/gr120 . bt.mult
► . ./ .. /TSPLIB/ gr120 . opt.tour
~ . . / .. /TSPLIB/ gr120 . optbc.tour
./ .. /TSPLIB/ gr120 , tsp
l

Figure 2.4 The "More info" -window

------------'

Se~ r ion log f er gr120

R ReadTSP
S De l Graph
S CalcNN
L 2-NN
S SwitchSub
C FastNN
I Iter-LK
X Voronoi
S AddDel
S DelGraph
S DelNN
S AddDel
I Iter - LK

=======

( .. / . . /TSPLIB/gr120.tsp )
(10 711 )
6036

1.060 sec. (G )

(711)

B9B3 (113) 0.570 sec. (G)
6956 (100 2 3 3 1 61 100.0 1)
0.140sec . (G)
(10 6036)

180.750 sec. (G )

0.340 sec. (G)

6951 (100 2 3 3 1 79 100.0 1)

234 .440 sec . (G)

Figure 2.5 The "Problem log"-window
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- The output window is only prepared for displaying output that would usually go to
the standard output. It provides additional information for some algorithms. No
mouse input should be done in the output window in any case except for scrolling,
for emptying the window, or for saving its contents to a file.
- A menu in the canvas window is displayed upon pressing the right mouse button.
The left mouse button is used to click at nodes of the problem to generate starting
tours or to indicate nodes serving as certain parameters. The canvas menu is used
to do some operations on the display as e. g. magnify or shrink it, or for obtaining
a hard copy of the current display.

2.3.2 Parameter input
Parameters for algorithms contained in TSPX are all entered through the same interface.
If parameter input is requested then a window appears in which corresponding inputs can
be made. Possible parameter types are
character strings,
- integer values,
- floating point values ,
- node numbers, and
- tours.
For each parameter a line will appear in the parameter window giving a comment on the
parameter and possibly a default value which will be assumed if no explicit input occurs .
A parameter value is entered by selecting the corresponding line and then typing the value.
Switching from line to line is achieved by pressing the Return-key of the keyboard. Lines
are switched in a wrap-around fashion, i.e. pressing Return in the last line switches input
focus to the first line. The following figure shows a parameter window to drive the random
insertion heuristic.

Starting tour:

-->

Iii Explicit le Com,ex

hull

♦

Random seed:
Execute

Cancel

Figure 2.6 A window for parameter input
Special attention has to be given to tour parameters. ff a parameter is a starting tour .
( as in the second line of the window in Figure 2.6) then its associated line is prepared to
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handle the input of a sequence of nodes. Node numbers have to be typed into that line
separated by a blank character. If graphics display is enabled (and possible) then after
input of the second node every edge constituting the tour is drawn immediately. Nodes in
the tour are highlighted.
A further option is to specify that the vertices of the convex hull of the displayed points
(if computable) form the starting tour. This option is selected by making the appropriate
choice in the parameter window by clicking the left mouse button over the convex hull
selection. Specification of the convex hull starting tour overrides all other input for the
starting tour. If the convex hull is not yet available it will be computed after pressing the
"Execute" -button.
Immediate range checking is done for node parameters and tours are checked for double
nodes. If an error occurs then a message is displayed and the user can correct his input.
If the user thinks to have specified all necessary parameters he can click at the "Execute"button in the parameter window to invoke the routine. If this button is pressed some additional range checking is done for parameter values. Whether a value is reasonable or not
cannot always be checked at this point since the interface does not know the functionality
of the routine it is calling. If errors are detected a message is displayed and the function
call is inhibited. The user has to alter or add parameter values and then press "Execute"
agam.
If for some reason the selected function shall not be executed any more the selection can
be undone by pressing "Cancel". No action is initiated in this case and the parameter
window disappears.

2.3.3 Mouse input

In addition to parameter input via the keyboard node numbers can also be specified using
the mouse. Of course, this can only be done if graphics display of a problem is possible.
When the left mouse button is clicked in the canvas window then the node nearest to
the cursor position is identified and taken as the selected node. The corresponding node
number is fed into a parameter line just as if it had been typed there using the keyboard.
Therefore all remarks from the previous section also apply.
The rule for assigning this node number to a parameter line is the following: If a tour
parameter is requested then its line receives the node number with priority otherwise the
last parameter requiri~g input of a node number is set to it.
Figure 2.7 shows a partial tour that was input using the left mouse button only. To cause
execution of the routine the "Execute"-button has to be pressed afterwards.
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..........

Figure 2.7 Input of a tour

Mouse input is only detected if a parameter window is displayed requiring input of a tour
or of a node number. In all other situations pressing the left mouse button in the canvas
has no effect.
2.3.4 Interrupts

Several functions of TSPX can consume a large amount of CPU time. For several reasons it
is desirable to be able to interrupt execution of such routines. E. g., the following situations
can occur.
- An unexperienced user might have erroneously invoked a CPU time intensive function which now blocks further interaction with TSPX.
An improvement heuristic may have found a solution that is perfectly acceptable
_for the user's purpose and no further search for improvements is necessary.
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- The graphics display already exhibits that a certain routine will not come up with
useful results.

In these cases it would severely limit the usefulness of an interactive software package if
one could not stop execution without exiting from the program. The term "interactive"
means that basically the user should not have to wait too long for interaction with the
software.
Most of the routines of TSPX allow for interruptions. In addition, they are prepared to
handle interrupts in a safe way since interrupts are not allowed at any time but only at
specified points during the execution.
If a routine is able to take interrupts it displays an interrupt button ( a small button labeled
"Interrupt"). Clicking the left mouse button at this button will register an interrupt
request for the routine being executed. This request will then be recognized as soon as
the routine reaches an interruption point. Therefore, almost always interrupt requests will
not have an immediate effect. The user might have to wait a little time until the current
major step of the routine is finished and the actual interruption occurs which now leaves
the system in a controlled state.
2.3.5 Single step mode
A very useful feature for teaching purposes is the ability to run an algorithm in single step
mode , i. e. halting the algorithm at important points and thus watching its behaviour in
"slow motion".
Many algorithms of TSPX can be executed in single step mode. This mode is enabled by
setting the appropriate option
Single stepping is accomplished via a special window which is located directly above the
interrupt button (if it is present). Its functionality is the following. If an algorithm halts
at a specified point then two buttons are displayed in the single step window: a button
labeled "Step" and a button labeled "Run". Moreover, nodes involved in the next step
· of the algorithm are highlighted.
Two user actions are now possible.
- If "Step" is pressed (using the left mouse button) then the two buttons disappear
and the execution of the algorithm continues until the next halting point is reached.
- If "Run" is pressed (using the left mouse button) then the whole single step window
disappears and the execution is resumed without further halting. Note that this does
not disable the single step option which is still in effect for subsequent algorithms.

The following figure shows the halted execution of the farthest insertion heuristic. The
current partial tour is displayed and the node is highlighted that is about to be inserted
into the tour.
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Step mode
Step J ( Run

Figure 2.8 Illustration of single step mode
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2.4 Remarks
The p~pose of TSPX is to provide an educational as well as a practically useful tool for the
traveling salesman problem. Though it was conceived to be of service for unexperienced
users it was not implemented to be "foolproof". This means that it is not prepared to
handle all possible false inputs. Therefore it is of utmost importance that a user studies
this manual carefully to be able to recover from errors that the system does not handle.
However, the safest way to operate TSPX is to stick to the guidelines of this user's guide. A
basic knowledge of the SunView window system is also indispensable. In addition we give
some hints that will almost surely guarantee a smooth session if taken into consideration.
Some of these hints might not be understandable at this point. You should reconsult them
after having read this manual and after having gained some experience with TSPX.
• SunView is a notification based system, i. e. there is a central notifier component
that handles all events that occur within the window system. Since we have nonstandard applications ( single step mode and interrupts) we could not use standard
notification. The consequence is that TSPX does most of the event handling itself,
especially performs explicit calls of the notifier. One has to decide whether the
notifier is called very frequently at the price of extensive CPU usage (even if the
package does not perform any task) or infrequently at the risk that reaction on
events is too slow. We think that we have found a middle course between these two
extremes. This requires that user inputs do occur only when the system is prepared
to take them. Some of the remarks below are due to that point.
• Do not "mouse or type ahead"! Wait until the system really requests the specific
input. Especially, do not click at any button if the action invoked by a previous
button has not yet been completed. Take your time to make inputs.
• Never make any inputs to the package if the upper left button displays the label
"Running". Exceptions are only interrupts or single step commands.
• Never attempt to resize the TSPX-window or any parts of it.
• If the system hangs up due to incorrect input there are two ways for resummg
execution.

- Press the "ST0P"-key on your keyboard (upper left part of the keyboard), or
- Get a window to the front which is currently covered by the TSPX-window and
put it to the background again. This forces the central notifier to be called.
To have these possibilities it is necessary to have access to another window, therefore
TSPX must not cover the whole screen. If neither of the above helps the program
has to be killed.
14

• Before you press a mouse button be sure whether the left or the right mouse button
invokes the desired action.
• Magnification of the canvas window may result in considerable system overhead
because large portions of graphics data have to be handled. Only do this for small
problems or if it is really important.
• Several error messages are essentially only informations indicating that some command could not be performed for a certain reason. Do not ignore these messages ,
but be sure that they are not severe.
• Be sure that the options you would like to have are in effect.
• Do not type into the output window.
• Only press keyboard or mouse buttons in a window if this has a reasonable consequence, i. e. if the input is recognized by the system as described in this manual.
• As a first session perform exactly the sample session described below.
As a general remark it should be annotated that TSPX is a rather large software package making intensive use of the window system components and requiring a considerable
amount of main memory ( also depending on the problem size ). Therefore you should not
use it on a workstation running many CPU time consuming processes. The best interactive
response is achieved if TSPX is more or less the only user process on your workstation.
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3. Command reference
This chapter describes in detail the various features of TSPX and how to use them in
an interactive session. We explain the available commands grouped together as they are
selected by the respective buttons of the command panel.

3.1 Help facility
Every button in the top line of the screen exhibits a description of its functionality if the
right mouse button is pressed on it.
Upon pressing the right mouse button a text subwindow appears containing the description
of the selectable actions for the respective button. The text window is loaded with a file
located in the directory <h<;>medirectory>/helpfiles where <homedirectory> is the
directory in which the TSPX software has been installed. For every top line button there is
one file in this directory. The files are:
terminate .help
general.help
options .help
io .help
display .help
plot .help
aux . help
construct .help
lower. help
improve. help
subgraph . help
demo. help

(Terminate-button)
(Help-button )
(Options-button )
(I/0-button)
(Display-button)
(Plot-button)
(Auxiliary-button)
(Construct-button )
(Low Bound-button )
(Improve-button )
(Subgraph-button )
(Demo-button )

These files can be edited by the user to insert more information if this is desired. The help
text window is scrollable and behaves like a normal non-editable text window. As long as
a help window is displayed no other action is possible.
To return from the help display to the normal interactive mode select "done" in the frame
menu of the help window using the right mouse button. Pressing either the left or the
right mouse button over the "Help"-button will display general information.

3.2 Terminate session
You· can exit the current session by clicking the left mouse button over the "Tern1inate"but ton. An alert will then appear allowing the user to cancel the termination request or
to corifirm it.
Depending on the options in effect the statistics will now be appended to the statistics file.
The current session statistics (if enabled) will be written to the file curstat in the default
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statistics directory and will be appended to the file STATISTICS in the same directory. If
the user has no write access to these files then an error will occur, the session terminates
without writing the statistics.
Note that in any case when starting a session the file curstat in the default statistics
directory will be deleted.

3.3 Options setting
Various options control properties of the current session. A panel to set these options
interactively is displayed when the left mouse button is clicked at the "Options" -button.

Option• for current se=;,on

Output level:
Graphics level:
Mouse input:
Node n~bers:
Plot level:
Plot nodes:
Step mode:
Problem log:
Statistics:
Problem directory :
Statistics directory:

....
....
....
....
....
V
V
V

V

,..,,
,..,,
V
V

....
....

V
V
V

_

2
1

Yes
No
0

Yes
Off
On
Off

. . / .. /TSPLIB/
./STATISTICS.
[ Set options ]

Cance l

Figure 3.1 The panel for setting the session options
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Available options are:

Output level:
This option controls the amount of output that is allowed from the various routines. Possible values are 0, 1, 2, and 3. General guidelines are
0
1
2
3

: No output at all,
: Some global output for a routine,
•
: Output at each iteration,
: Extensive output for testing purposes.

Graphics level:
This option controls the amount of graphics output. If set to O then no graphics output
is possible and the canvas window is destroyed automatically. Level 1 indicates standard
output and level 2 is only used for testing purposes.
Note that running time may reduce considerably if graphics display is disabled.

Mouse input:
This option controls whether mouse input is allowed to enter node number parameters and
starting tours. This option can be set to "Yes" or "No". This option can only be enabled
if the graphics level is positive.

Node numbers:
Possible set tings are "Yes" or "No" with the effect that the node numbers are displayed
on the graphics screen or that node numbers are not shown. This option also affects plot
commands. If it is set to "Yes" then node numbers are also plotted if output on the
LaserVVriter is requested.

Plot level:
This option is usually used for enabling plotting of intermediate results of procedures on
the Laser,\Triter if there is no special plot command for that type of output. If set to 1
then intermediate plotting is allowed. A level of O disables intermediate plotting.
The plot commands are not affected by this level.

Plot nodes:
Depending on the setting of this option the nodes are plotted when a plot command is
executed. Possible settings are "Yes"and "No". Usually this is enabled but sometimes one
does not want the nodes themselves to be plotted.

Step mode:
Possible settings are "Off" or "On". If stepmode is "On" then routines will run in single _
step mode (if they are prepared for this). Setting stepmode to "Off" disables this mode.
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Problem log:
If set to "On" a session log is kept for the current problem. Setting this option to "Off"
disables this feature. This option should only be enabled just before a new problem is
read.

Statistics:
Possible settings of this option are "Off" and "On". If enabled all statistics stored for the
problem log are also written to an external file. Writing to the external file is done when
a new problem is loaded or when the session is terminated.
The options concerning writing of statistics or keeping a problem log should only be altered
just before a new problem is read to obtain complete and reasonable output .

In addition to these options two default directories can be specified in the option panel.
Problem directory:
The string entered in this text field specifies the default problem directory that is used if
file names involved in an I/0 operation do not start with either "." or "/". It is preset
with your system's default problem directory.

Statistics directory:
Specifies the default directory for writing statistics. Session statistics are written to the
file curstat in this directory and appended to the file STATISTICS in this directory. Note
that it makes only sense to change this string before enabling the writing of statistics.
Changing this directory while writing of statistics is enabled has no effect. It is preset ,vith
your system's default statistics directory.
The standard settings can be seen in Figure 3.1 displaying the options panel.
Pressing the button "Set Options" sets the options to the new values, pressing "Cancel"
leaves the panel without changing anything. No other function of TSPX can be invoked
before either of these two buttons is selected.

3.4 Input/Output
Read and write commands for external files are selected via the "I/O;'-button. Pressing
the left mouse key on this button ( and keeping it pressed) displays a menu from which
read/write commands can be selected by moving the cursor to the respective menu item.
Upon release of the left mouse button the corresponding function is invoked and a panel is
displayed. There is a slight difference between the panels for input and output operations.
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Input from files
If one of the input operations

Read
Read
Read
Read

problem
tour
subgraph
multipliers

was selected then the following panel appears.

INPUT: Specify file name to read a new problem
Directory:
File:

• ./ • ./TSPLIB/
♦

Rea d

Cancel

Figure 3.2 Panel for input operations
This panel displays a field which is preset with the current problem directory and a field
in which the user has to specify the name of the file to be read. The problem directory
can be changed for this read operation. Modifying this field for a problem read operation
does not change the current default problem directory, but the specified directory will be
preset for all read/write operations concerning the current problem.
If a read operation fails for the specified file then a second attempt is made after addition
of the default suffix to the file name. Default suffixes are ".tsp", ".tour", ".sub", and
". mul t", for problem, tour, subgraph, and multiplier files, respectively. Be sure to not
leave a '.' at the end of the file name you specify because after appending the default
suffix you will have two dots in the file name. Error messages ( access failures, incorrect or
incompatible data) are also displayed in this panel.
If the button "Read" is pressed then the input operation is started. The read request
is canceled By pressing the "Cancel"-button. No other function of TSPX can be invoked
before either of these two buttons is selected.

Output to files
The same menu also serves for requesting output operations. Available selections are

Write problem
Write tour
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Write subgraph
Write multipliers
Upon selection of one of these items a window appears to obtain more detailed specifications. This window is similar to the panel for input operations, but contains one additional
field if problem data is to be written. This field specifies the format in which the distance
t e.J:.le is written to the external file. Choices are selected via the left mouse button. Pressing the right mouse button on the circle in this line displays the available format selections.
The file name field is preset with the name of the current problem plus an additi0.nal ' . '.
The fields are treated in exactly the same way as for input operations.
Figure 3.3 shows the output panel appearing after a Write problem selection.

OUTPUT: Specify file name to write the current problem
Directory:
File :

. ./ . ./TSPLIB/
pcb442•

Format :

C

FUNCTION

't'rite

[

Cance 1

]

Figure 3.3 Panel for output operations

If the button "Write" is pressed then the output operation is started. Pressing t he
"Cancel"-button cancels the write request. No other function of TSPX can be invoked
before either of these two buttons is selected .

. 3.5 Graphics display
The graphics display is c<?ntrolled in two ways: either by using the "Display" -button or
by using the canvas menu.
The "Display"-button allows the specification of the following commands

Clear screen
'
Show current problem
Show current tour
Show best tour
Show current subgraph
Show current lb-graph
Show multipliers
Show last l b...run
Show Voronoi diagram
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Show Delaunay graph
Highlight node

These commands always overlay the current display. If e. g. Show tour is selected then
the current tour is displayed, but the screen is not cleared before displaying the tour.

Ve,-. ■ 1on

Initial

:
■ tepsize

:

Oecraaent :

Niaber of steps :

IHt step :

lest 1 - r bound :
Worst 1Dllfer bound :

1
20 . 000
0.980
100
100
6867 . 000

5'12• .ooo

Figure 3.4 Output from the Show last lb..run selection
The possible selections are more or less self-explaining. The selection Show 1 b...graph
displays the current graph that was generated to obtain a lower bound, e. g. a 1-tree. The
selection Show last lb..run displays a diagram (as in Figure 3.4) that visualizes the last
run of a relaxation method using subgradients. Vertical lines indicate the iteration step
where the best lower bound was found and those iteration steps where 98%, resp. 99% of
this best bound were reached.
The best tour found for a problem in the current session is always kept, so it can be
displayed at any time ..
On a monochrome display node multipliers are shown as circles (negative multipliers ) or
squares (positive multipliers) . The radius of a circle is the absolute value of a negati,·e
multiplier, half the side length of a square is the value of the positive multiplier. On a color
display multipliers are always shown as circles, only the colors for positive and negative
multipliers are different.
A second possibility for graphic operations .is provided by the canvas menu. This menu
pops up if the right mouse button is pressed in the canvas.
The following menu items are selectable
·
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Magnify
Shrink
Reset
Clear
Rotate
Larger nodes
Smaller nodes
Nodenumbers
Screen dump
Redisplay
The command Magnify magnifies the pixel coordinates of the points of the current problem.
This has the effect that only part of the problem can be seen on the screen. Undisplayed
parts can be made visible by using the scrollbars which are attached horizontally and
vertically. Shrink is the reverse operation. It is not possible to shrink below the original
input size.
Reset resets everything to the standard settings and Clear clears the screen. Redisplay
redisplays the current screen which may be necessary if the picture was disturbed by too
many drawing operations.
The display can be rotated by 90° to make better use of the screen for some point configurations by using the command Rotate.
The size of the nodes can be increased or decreased by Larger nodes or Smaller nodes.
Normally, node numbers are not displayed. Display of node numbers can be enabled permanently via the corresponding option or only temporarily by selecting the Nodenumbers
item of the canvas menu.
Finally, a hard copy of the screen is printed on the Laser,Vriter if Screendump is selected.
The canvas pop up menu is ahvays available. This allows for making hardcopies also if
some button was pressed and the system is waiting for input, as e. g. in input/output
operations.

3.6 Plotting on the LaserWriter
Since the quality of screen dumps is usually not satisfying TSPX provides commands to
plot on the Laser,Vriter in higher quality. If the left mouse button is pressed on the
"Plot"-button a menu appears from which the following items can be selected

Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot
~lot

current problem
current tour
best tour
current subgraph
Voronoi diagram
Delaunay Triangulation
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Plot
Plot
Plot
Plot

current lb-graph
current multipliers
last lb..run
convex hull

The commands are self-explaining and parallel those selectable by the "Display"-button.

Date,
Problem:
c011111ent1
Hi8tory1

Thu Dec 12 16159148 1991 (TSPX sunViev Ver•ion 2.2, Dec 09, 1991
•• /,,/TSPLI8/dantzig42.t•p (42 node•)
OptilDUJD a,c ■ olution (L■ ngth 699)

Length,

699

(Author1 G. Reinelt))

3

- - - - - - - - - 12
16
9

25

B

31

37
35

32
36
33

Figure 3.5 A plot output of the current tour
Only the command Plot last lb..run requires some explanation. This command plots
a diagram for the last- run of a subgradient procedure showing the lower bounds that
were achieved at the different iteration steps. It requests for two parameters, namely the
minimum and the maximum value of the y-axis of this diagram. These values are preset
with the worst and best lower bound found in the algorithm. These parameters were
introduced to allow easy comparison of diagrams if they have the same vertical scaling.
If a command was successful. a _message is displayed in the output text window. If the
required data is not available the command is ignored.
Whether nodes (node numbers) are plotted or not depends on the setting of the respective
session option "Plot nodes" ("Node numbers").
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It is assumed that the LaserWriter is the default system printer.
Figure 3.5 shows the plot output generated by the Plot current tour selection where
the "Node numbers" option was enabled.

3. 7 Auxiliary routines
Some auxiliary tasks are invoked via the "Auxiliary"-button. Available selections are

Shell tool
Load be s -I' tour
Convex hull
Bucketing procedure
Switch to representation
Switch to original
Set lower/upper bounds
Voronoi diagram
Shell tool calls for the generation of a shelltool window that will overlay the TSPX window.
This window exists now independently of TSPX and can only be destroyed by typing the
command exit in it or by explicitly killing it. A void to put this window to the background
because you cannot access it again unless you make the TSPX-window iconic.
The command Load best tour destroys the current tour and loads the best tour found
for t Le current problem ( in this session) as the new current tour. Note that this is not
done when only displaying the best tour using the "Display"-button.
If the problem is defined on geometric points their convex hull can be computed. TSPX
uses the convention that a convex hull can always be computed if x- and y-coordin_a tes are
present to display the points defining a problem. Hence the convex hull is computed for the
points making up the display of a problem. In the case of 2-dimensional Euclidean problems
this does not make a difference. For any other problems t he user has to decide whether he
can get something meaningful from the computed hull. T he vertices of the convex hull are
only kept temporarily and should be immediately used in respective algorithms. They are
e. g. overwritten when lower bounds are computed. The convex hull algorithm can run in
single step mode to visualize the elimination principle and Graham 's scan.
The three selections Bucketing procedure, Switch to representation, and Switch to
original are discussed at the end of this chapter in the section on fast heuristics for large
geometric problem instances.
Set lower/upper bounds displays a parameter window that allows to set these bounds
explicitly.
By selecting Voronoi diagram the Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay graph can be computed. As in the case of the convex hull the computation is done for the displayed points.
Hence the diagram is only correct for Euclidean problems in the plane where the distance
between points is their Euclidean distance. In other cases, however, the Delaunay graph .
can still be useful for generating suitable candidate sets. There are (rare) situations where
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the Voronoi diagram cannot be computed due to numerical difficulties. In such a case
the routine enters an infinite loop and the program has to be terminated using the "kill"
command.

3.8 Tour construction
·v arious heuristics for obtaining tours for a symmetric traveling salesman problem are
available. Pressing the left mouse button at the "Construct"-button displays a menu
consisting of the following items.

Space filling curves
Drunken salesman
Nearest neighbor
Fast nearest neighbor
Local nearest neighbor
Nearest neighbor & backtrack
Cheapest insertion
Fast cheapest insertion
Farthest insertion
Farthest insertion (max,max)
Farthest insertion (min,max)
Nearest insertion
Farthest/nearest insertion
Random insertion
Maximum sum insertion
Minimum sum insertion
Clarke/Wright savings
Preconditioned Clarke/Wright
Reconstruct
Reconstruct II
Neighbor-Decomposition
Delaunay Decomposition
Christofides heuristic
Double tree heuristic
Nearest neighbor (Delaunay)
Local NN (Delaunay)
The commands Reconstruct, Reconstruct II, Neighbor-Decomposition, and Delaunay
Decomposition are described in the section on heuristics for large geometric problems.
Space filling curves

Perform sthe space filling curves heuristic. The heuristic is performed using the
display coordinates of the points, hence if a problem is not Euclidean the user has
to decide whether this heuristic is still appropriate. No parameter is required.
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Drunken salesman
A random tour is computed. The input of a random seed is required.
The following are variations of the nearest neighbor approach to find tours for a problem.
All variants require the input of a starting node and may be executed in single step mode.
Except for the standard version they all require that a subgraph is available that will guide
the neighbor search. All routines can be run in single step mode and are interruptable.

Nearest neighbor
The standard nearest neighbor algorithm is performed.
Fast nearest neighbor
Search for nearest neighbors is restricted to neighbors of the current node in the
subgraph which are not yet included. If no such neighbor is available then the
nearest neighbor among all free nodes is computed.
Local nearest neighbor
This heuristic tries to insert "forgotten" nodes. If all but two neighbors (in the
current subgraph) of a node are already in the tour then it is inserted rightaway.
Local NN (Delaunay)
This is a different implementation of the above idea making use of the availability
of the Delaunay graph. It should only be used for very large problems.
Nearest neighbor & backtrack
If no neighbor can be found in the current graph then backtrack operations are
applied to find possibilities to extend the tour without leaving the subgraph. This
heuristic requires the additional input of the level up to which backtracking operations are performed. The higher the level the more CPU time is consumed.
Nearest neighbor {Delaunay)
In the presence of the Delaunay graph nearest neighbor computations can be performed faster. The standard nearest neighbor algorithm is performed.
The following ten heuristics follow an insertion principle, i. e. they start with some partial
tour on only a few nodes and then successively insert the remaining nodes according to
some rule. This rule differentiates the heuristics. All routines can be run in single step
mode and are interruptable. When executed in subgraph mode, insertion rules are based
on the candidate subgr_aph and the heuristics are substantially faster (performing slightly
inferior) .

Cheapest insertion
The node that can be inserted at lowest cost is inserted next.
Fast cheapest insertion
Same principle as Cheape~t insertion but determining the best node to be inserted
is only done heuristically to speed up the algorithm. This leads to inferior results ,
of course.
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Farthest insertion
The node whose maximum distance to the nodes already in the tour is minimum is
inserted next ( at cheapest cost).
Farthest insertion (max,max)
The node that has maximum distance to the nodes already in the tour is inserted
next ( at cheapest cost).
Farthest insertion ( min,max)
The node whose minimum distance to the nodes already in the tour is maximum is
inserted next ( at cheapest cost).
·
Nearest insertion
The node that has minimum distance to the nodes already in the tour is inserted
next ( at cheapest cost).
Farthest/nearest insertion
This routine changes from the farthest insertion rule applied in the first steps to the
nearest neighbor rule.
Random insertion
The node to be inserted next is chosen at random. It is inserted at cheapest cost.
This can also be considered as the rule of inserting the node whose average distance
to tour nodes is maximum.
Maximum sum insertion
The node whose sum of distances to the nodes already in the tour is maximum is
inserted next ( at cheapest cost). This can also be considered as the rule of inserting
the node whose average distance to tour nodes is minimum.
Minimum sum insertion
The node whose sum of distances to the nodes already in the tour is minimum is
inserted next ( at cheapest cost).
Starting tours for these heuristics may be input via mouse clicks if a graphical display of
the problem is possible.
A different principle to obtain a tour is used in the following two routines. They start with
a collection of small tours such that the union of these tours covers all nodes and such
that they all intersect in a so-called base node. Then these tours are joined according to
the best savings achievable. The two routines are implemented to be able to be executed
in single step mode and they can be interrupted. The based node may be either input
explicitly or by using the mouse.

Clarke /Wright savings
Start with n - l tours each containing the specified base node and one further node.
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Preconditioned Clarke/Wright
Start with n - l tours each c:(Jntaining the specified base node and one further
node. But in the first steps make only join operations that take edges from some
graph. Edges from this graph are taken into considerations according to increasing
length. If a graph was computed in some lower bounding procedure then it is taken
with priority, otherwise the current subgraph is used to drive the heuristic. If no
subgraph edge is found for making join operations then the remaining nodes are
inserted applying the standard savings principle.
Several heuristics for the TSP are based on spanning trees. They convert a spanning
tree into a Eulerian graph and then trace this graph with a Eulerian tour from which a
Hamiltonian tour is obtained. The following two heuristics differ in the way in which the
tree is made Eulerian. Instead of a tree also a 1-tree may be used. Step mode and interrupt
possibility are implemented.
Christofides heuristic
Double all edges to leaves of the tree and compute a fart hest insertion tour on the
odd degree nodes of this new graph. This tour induces two perfect matchings. Add
the shorter of the two matchings to obtain a Eulerian graph.
Double tree heuristic
Double all tree edges to obtain a Eulerian graph.

3.9 Tour improvement
Several heuristics to improve the current tour by local modifications are implemented.
They are selected via the "Improve"-button.

2-0pt exchange
Node insertion
Combined 2-0pt/Node ins .
Edge insertion
3-0pt exchange
Or-opt exchange
4-0pt exchange
Lin-Kernighan exchange
Lin-Kernighan II
Iterated Lin-Kernighan
All of these routines are able to run in single step mode and can be interrupted. Except
for 4-opt exchange which can only be run in subgraph mode they behave differently
depending on whether they are executed in subgraph mode or not. In subgraph mode
they all focus attention to edges of the current subgraph which speeds up computation
enormously. All routines have a parameter limit that limits the number of exchanges_
that are examined. It is preset to "infinity".
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2-0pt exchange
Perform 2-opt moves, i.e. exchange pairs of two edges.
Node insertion
Perform node insertion moves, i. e. insert a node at a different position in the tour.

Combined 2-0pt/Node ins.
Perform both 2-opt moves and node insertion moves simultaneously.
Edge insertion
Insert an edge at a different position in the tour.
3-0pt exchange
Remove three edges from the tour and find the best possible rearrangement of the
three resulting paths. This routine is available in three versions. Depending on
choosing the version 1, 2, or 3, more candidate edges are considered for removal
from the tour. Therefore also CPU time increases by specifying higher versions.
Or-opt exchange
Restricted 3-opt exchanges where one path is required to have a specified length
(which is specified as a parameter).
4-0pt exchange
Very limited search for 4-opt exchanges, i.e. possibilities to remove four edges from
the tour and rearrange the resulting paths to form a shorter tour.
Lin-Kernighan exchange
This is an efficient implementation of a Lin-Kernighan exchange principle. The
operations considered in a sequence of tentative modifications are 2-opt moves and
node insertions. A major iteration consists of examining exchange sequences starting
at some given node. Several parameters can be set to control execution of this
heuristic: the maximum number of exchanges in such a sequence, an upper bound
on the number of major iterations, selection of one of two versions (version 1 is the
normal version, version 2 terminates searches for modifications early), a limit on the
number of moves that are searched for starting at the current terminal node of the
exchange sequence, the level to which backtracking is used to find sequences, and the
specification whether insert moves are considered or not ( corresponding parameter 1
or 0).
Lin-Kernighan II
This is a different implementation of the Lin-Kernighan exchange principle. It does
not use the efficient data structures like the routine above (but is also fast) and
considers only 2-opt moves in a sequence of exchanges. Due to the nature of this
heuristic this does not necessarily mean that worse solutions are computed. Depending on the problem this heuristic may also sometimes give better solutions than the
efficient implementation. One call of this method results in examining each node
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once as the starting node for an exchange sequence. So a second call may find further improvements. For running time reasons the graphics display is only updated
upon termination of this procedure.
Iterated Lin-Kernighan
This is an iterated version of the Lin-Kernighan exchange principle. In each iteration
step the Lin-Kernighan procedure according to the given parameters is performed.
H specified a subsequent 3-opt is also executed. Then a random 4-opt move is used
to perturb the current tour and the procedure is restarted. It can be specified
that random moves increasing the tour length only up to a certain percentage are
preferred.

3.10 Lower bounds
Very important for practical applications is the possibility to have lower bounds on the
length of an optimum tour. This allows to obtain a quality guarantee for the current
tour. The "LowBound"-button is used for selecting the cormnands concerned with lower
bounds.

Spanning tree+ 1-tree
1-tree relaxation
2-neighbor relaxation
Compute node multipliers
Scale node multipliers
All routines can be interrupted at safe points of their execution so that no computations
are lost. Single step mode is also possible.

+

Spanning tree
1-tree
Computes a minimum spanning tree and the best 1-tree obtainable from this spanning tree. If not in subgraph mode Prim's algorithm is used, otherwise Kruskal 's
algorithm is applied. In subgraph mode it is not checked whether the subgraph
really contains a minimum spanning tree also for the complete graph. An additional
geometric bound based on circles and moats is computed in subgraph mode.
1-tree relaxation
Performs a subgradient optimization using l~trees. If called for the complete graph
then the 1-tree computation is based on Prim's algorithm, otherwise Kruskal's algorithm is used. Note that in subgraph mode you do not get a proven lower bound
for the problem but only an approximate lower bound ( which very probably is valid,
though). TSPX indicates bounds computed in subgraph mode by preceding them
with a'•' in the information panel.
The user has to specify starting step length a, decrease factor for step lengths ,\, the .
weight w of the current subgradient (for version 2, 3, 5, and 6), and maximum num31

her of subgradient steps. Furthermore one out of six different versions for updating
the multipliers are available.
Let 1r1.:(i) denote the multiplier of node i at iteration k, and let d1.(i) denote the
degree of node i in the 1-tree computed in iteration k. By .1r1. and dk we denote
the complete vectors of multipliers, resp. degrees. The vector of length n with all
entries equal to 2 is denoted by 2e. The value of the Lagrangean objective function
for multipliers 1r1. is L(1r1.). Initially we have 1r0 = 0 (unless specified differently by
the user) and t 0 = a. If a= 0 then a starting step length is computed automatically
based on the first 1-tree computed and on the current upper bound. Let Le be an
estimate for the maximum of the Lagrangean problem (computed by the procedure).
The step length factor is multiplied by>. in each step, i. e. tk+l = >.tk. The versions
for updating the node multipliers are the following.
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

In addition the user has to specify whether all starting multipliers are zero or whether
available multipliers should be used in the first iteration step. This is of importance
if multipliers were read from file or if multipliers were computed for a subgraph and
shall now be used for the complete graph. Finally, it can be specified if the degree
two node in the 1-tree is fixed or not. If this number is zero then the special node
in the 1-tree is not fixed.
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2-neighbor relaxation
Performs a subgradient optimization using 2-Neighbor configurations (basically every node selects its two nearest neighbors). Usually in the first steps this procedure
provides better bounds than the 1-tree relaxation and each iteration step is faster.
Parameters are analogous to those for the 1-tree relaxation command. If more iterations are performed the 1-tree bound will always supersede this bound.

Compute node multipliers
Several heuristics are available for computing node multipliers to drive the Lagrangea.n relaxation routines. They are selected by giving a respective option. Options are
1) Half distance to nearest neighbor
2) Half distance to nearest neighbor and postprocessing
3) half distance to nearest neighbor in the current tour
4) 0.25 • sum of distances to neighbors in the current tour
5) 0.25 • sum of distances to two nearest neighbors
6) 0.25 • sum of distances to two nearest neighbors and postprocessing
7) Half distance to 2nd nearest neighbor
Usually option 7 gives the best multipliers.
Scale node multipliers
Node multipliers can be scaled by specifying an offset and a scaling factor. The
offset is added to the multipliers and then they are multiplied by the factor.

3.1 1 Subgraph handling
A central feature of TSPX is the possibility to restrict the attention of heuristics to so-called
sets of candidate edges. These edges are stored as the current subgraph of a problem.
_ Giving priority to these edges most of the heuristics can be performed much faster gi"·ing
only slightly inferior results. Of course, the subgraph itself strongly influences the qu.:u ity
of t he solutions as well as the running time of the heuristics. The following selections are
related to subgraphs and are invoked via the "Subgraph"-button.

Set s ubgraph mode ON/OFF
Delete subgraph_
Add current tour to graph
Check if tour is in graph
Compute neighbor subgraph
Add current lb graph to graph
Neighbors from Delaunay graph
Add transitive edges to graph
Load Delaunay graph
Add Delaunay graph to graph
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Set subgraph mode ON/OFF
Switch between complete and subgraph mode.
Delete subgraph
Delete the current subgraph, i. e. set it to the empty graph.
Add current tour to graph
The edges of the current tour are added to the current subgraph.
Check if tour is in graph
It is checked whether the current tour is completely contained in the current graph.
If graphics display is possible the tour edges being not subgraph edges are visualized.
Compute neighbor subgraph
The subgraph obtained by adding for each node the edges to a specified number
of nearest neighbors is computed. The number of neighbors has to be input as a
parameter. This is a simple enumerative_method to identify the neighbors which
works for all types of problems.
Add current lb graph to graph
The last computed lower bound graph (1-tree or 2-neighbor configuration) is added
to the current subgraph.
Neighbors from Delaunay graph
If the current subgraph is a Delaunay graph or contains the Delaunay graph as a
subgraph then neighbor computations can be done much faster (in observed linear
time). In such cases this command can be used to set up neighbor graphs.
Add transitive edges to graph
This is a method to augment the current graph by including transitive edges, i. e. if
nodes i and j are connected to some node k in the current graph then also the edge
from i to j will be added.
Load Delaunay graph
The current subgraph is deleted and the Delaunay graph is made the current subgraph.
Add Delaunay graph to graph
The Delaunay graph is added to the candidate subgraph.
Note that most of the commands define a new subgraph. Several graphs can be merged if
the are first written to an external file and then read again. If a subgraph is read then its
edges are added to the current subgraph.
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3.12 Heuristics for large geometric problems
These heuristics are not assigned to a single button since commands from various categories
have to be applied. Therefore we discuss them here at a separate place.
Commands involved here are from the "Auxiliary"-menu

Bucketing procedure
Switch to representation
Switch to original
and from the "Construct"-menu

Reconstruct
Reconstruct II
Neighbor-Decomposition
Delaunay Decomposition
Two basic types of heuristics are available here.
The first one is a bucketing heuristic which computes partitions of the problem area into
rectangular buckets whose points are then represented by a single new point, namely by
the center of gravity of the points contained in the respective bucket.
Bucketing procedure performs such a partition into buckets. Parameters are the maximum number of nodes that are allowed in the same bucket and the maximum size of a
bucket.
Switching to the representative problem is performed by Switch to representation.
Tours can now be computed for this TSP using all available algorithms. These tours serve
as global tours for the original problem.
To obtain tours for the original problem Reconstruct has to be selected. Starting with
the global tour the original points are inserted considering a limited number of possible
insertion points (parameter). The representative nodes are eliminated and a tour for the
original problem is determined.
A faster variant for reconstruction is invoked by Reconstruct II. Here nodes are inserted
based on a candidate subgraph for the original problem. Therefore, this procedure requires
the availability of a candidate graph.
Using Switch to original the representative TSP can be left without computing a tour
for the original problem.
The second type of heuristics also partitions the node set into subsets based on some
principle described below. Then these subsets are represented by their respective convex
hulls. A smaller TSP is made up where the points correspond to these subsets and the
distance between two points is the shortest distance between vertices of their-respective
convex hulls. A solution for this problem is computed which now tells in which sequence
the subsets have to be visited. To include all points of the subsets Hamiltonian paths are
computed in these subsets to make up the final tour.
Two realizations of this principle are available.
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Neighbor-Decomposition computes the 3- or 2-neighbor subgraph (whichever is more
suitable) and partitions the node set based on the components of this graph. A parameter
specifies how many components the user would like to have at least. If this cannot be
achieved the routine is abandoned.
Delaunay decomposition partitions the node set based on the Delaunay graph. The
edges of this subgraph are sorted in increasing order and then examined for forming a
disconnected graph that gives the partition. An edge is taken to be included in this
subgraph if no component gets too large and if the number of components does not fall
below a limit (these two nwnbers are parameters).
Graphical visualization of these routines is possible. Single step mode and interrupt handling are available.

3.13 Demos
For demonstration purposes we have included three algorithms that are not implemented
to be really used for practical problem solving, though they in principle could. These are
invoked v1a the "Demo" -button.
Available menu selections are
Automatic optimization
Simulated annealing
Neural network
Circles and moats
Automatic optimization performs some standard heuristics depending on the type of

the current problem.
Simulated annealing performs a simple annealing scheme based on 2-opt moves.
Neural network demonstrates the principle of neural net computations to _find tours.
Circles and moats illustrates a possibility to find a geometric lower bound for Euclidean

· problems.
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4. Format of external files
We have designed a common file format for all types of files that can be read or written
by TSPX (i. e. problem data, tours, Lagrangean multipliers or special subgraphs). To this
end a special file format was chosen which also improves readability of the data files. The
file format is also used in a more general context for distributing problem instances of the
symmetric traveling salesman problem or vehicle routing problems in the library TSPLIB.
The complete format as well as this library are described in REINELT (1991b). We restrict
ourselves·here to those definitions that are relevant for TSPX.
Basically, each file consists of two parts: a specification part and a data part. The specification part contains information on the file format and on its contents. The data part
contains explicit data.

4.1 The specification part
All entries in this section are of the form <keyword> : <value>, where <keyword> denotes
an alphanumerical keywor d und <value> denotes alphanumerical or numerical data. The
':' is optional and may be replaced by a blank character. The terms <string>, <integer>
and <real> denote character string, integer or real data, respectively. The order of specification of the keywords in the data file is arbitrary (in principle), but has to be logical, i.e.
whenever a keyword is specified then all necessary information for the correct handling of
the keyword has to be known. Below is a list of all available keywords not in alphabetical
but in a (more or less) logical order.
4.1.1

NAME : <string>

Used as an identification of the data file.
4.1.2

TYPE : <string>

Specifies the type of the data file to allow for a correct interpretation of the data. Possible
types are
Data for a symmetric traveling salesman problem
TSP
A collection of tours
TOUR
The file specifies a graph
GRAPH
The file contains Lagrangean node multipliers
MULT
4.1.3

COMMENT : <string>

An additional comment on the data.
4.1.4

DIMENSION : <integer>

Specifies the number of nodes of a TSP.
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4.1.5

MASTER : <string>

Gives the name of a master data file. Usually this is used to relate tour or subgraph files
to problem files.
4.1.6

GRAPH-TYPE : <string>

Has to be used to give more information if the file contains a graph. Valid values are
COMPLETE-GRAPH
SPA~SE_GRAPH

The underlying graph is complete
The file contains a sparse subgraph

The default value of this entry is C0MPLETE..GRAPH. If the graph is not complete then usually
it has to be known implicitly to what master graph the graph data is related.
4. 1. 7

EDGE_TYPE : <string>

Specifies whether the edges are directed or undirected. The corresponding values are
DIRECTED
UNDIRECTED

The edges (arcs) are directed
The edges are not directed

The default value of this entry is UNDIRECTED.
4.1.8

EDGE-WEIGHT_TYPE : <string>

Specifies how the edge weights are given (if the edges are weighted). Several distance
functions are supported by TSPX and do not have to be implemented. The XRAY-distances
refer to BLAND AND SHALLCROSS (1987) and the ATT-distances are explained in PADBERG
AND RINALDI (1991). Possible values of EDGE_WEIGHT_TYPE are
EXPLICIT
EUC-2D
EUC..3D
CEIL-2D
MAX-2D
MAX..3D
MAN_2D
MAN..3D
GEO
ATT
XRAY1
XRAY2
SPECIAL1
SPECIAL-2
SPECIAL..3

\¥eights are listed explicitly in the corresponding section
Weights are the 2-dimensional Euclidean distance
Weights are the 3-dimensional Euclidean distance
Weights are the 2-dimensional Euclidean distance rounded up
\Veights are the 2-dimensional maximum distance
\\Teights are the 3-dimensional maximum distance
Weights are the 2-dimensional Manhattan distance
Weights are the 3-dirnensional Manhattan distance
Weights are the geographical distance
Special distance function for problems att48 and att532
Special distance function for crystallography problems (Version 1)
Special distance function for crystallography problems (Version 2)
There is a user-written distance function (Version 1)
There is a user-written distance function (Version 2)
There is a user-written distance function (Version 3)
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4.1.9

EDGE-WEIG HT..FORMAT : <string>

Describes the format of the edge weights if they are giveri explicitly. Possible values are
Weights are given by a function (see above)
Weights are given by a full matrix
Upper triangular matrix
(rowwise without diagonal entries)
Lower triangular matrix ( rowwise without diagonal entries)
Upper triangular matrix (rowwise including diagonal entries)
Lower triangular matrix (rowwise including diagonal entries)
Upper triangular matrix (columnwise without diagonal entries)
Lower triangular matrix ( columnwise without diagonal entries)
Upper triangular matrix ( columnwise including diagonal entries)
Lower triangular matrix ( columnwise including diagonal entries)
Weights are specified in a list

FUNCTION
FULL.MATRIX
UPPER..ROW
LOWER..ROW
UPPER..DIAG-ROW
LOWER..DIAG..ROW
UPPER-COL
LOWER_COL
UPPER..DIAG_COL
LOWER..DIAG-COL
WEIGHT-1.IST

4.1.10 EDGE..DATA..FORMAT : <string>

Specifies how edges are given if the file contains a subgraph. Values are
ADJ-1.IST
EDGE-1.IST

The graph is given as an adjacency list
The graph is given by an edge list

The default value is COMPLETE, i. e. no explicit edge data is given.
4.1.11 NODE-TYPE : <string>

Specifies whether the nodes have weights associated with them. Values are
WEIGHTED..NODES
UNWEIGHTED-NODES

The nodes have associated weights
The nodes are unweighted

The default value is UNWEIGHTED-NODES .
. 4.1.12 NODLCOORD_TYPE : <string>

Specifies whether coordinates are associated with each node (which may e. g. be used for
graphical display or distance computations). Values are
TWOD_COORDS
THREED-COORDS
MASTER_CQORDS
NQ_COORDS

The nodes have 2-dimensional coordinates
.The nodes have 3-dimensional coordinates
Coordinate data can be taken from a master data file
The nodes do not have associated coordinates

The. default value is NQ_COORDS. Coordinates may also receive offsets and scalings. This
can be used e. g. for modeling different speed of a machine in x- and y-direction. The
following six keywords specify offset and scaling for the coordinates.
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4.1.13 COORD1_QFFSET : <real>
4.1.14 COORD1..SCALE : <real>
4.1.15 COORD2_QFFSET : <real>
4.1.16 COORD2..SCALE: <real>
4.1.17 COORD3_QFFSET: <real>
4.1.18 COORD3..SCALE : <real>

The offsets ( default values 0.0) specify numbers that are added to the respective coordinates. After addition of the offsets the coordinates are multiplied by the respective scaling
factors ( default values 1.0). Note that these operations are applied before doing distance
computations.
4.1.19 DISPLAY..DATA_TYPE: <~tring>

Specifies how a graphical display of the nodes can be obtained. Values are
COORD..DISPLAY
TWOD..DISPLAY
MASTER..DISPLAY
NO..DISPLAY

Display is generated from the node coordinates
Explicit 2-dimensional coordinates are given
Display data can be obtained from a master data file
No graphical display is possible

The default value is NO..DISPLAY.
4.1.20 EDF :

Terminates the input data. This entry is optional.

4.2 The data part
Depending on the choice of specifications some additional data (in specified format) may be
required. These data are given in corresponding data sections which follow the specification
part. Each data section is started with a corresponding keyword. The length of the section
is either implicitly known from the format specification or the section is terminated by
special end-of-section terminators.
4.2.1

NODE_CQORD..SECTION :

Node coordinates for all nodes are given in this section. Each line is of the form

. <integer> <real> <real>
if NODE_COORD_TYPE is TWOD_COORDS, or

<.integer> <real> <real> <real>
if NODE_CQORD_TYPE is THREED.:.COORDS. The integers give the number of the respective .
nodes. The real numbers give the associated coordinates.
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4.2.2

DISPLAY.DATA.SECTION :

If DISPLAY ..DATA_TYPE is TWOD..DISPLAY then the 2-dimensional coordinates from which the
display -is generated are given in the form (per line)

<integer> <real> <real>
The integers give the number of the respective nodes. The real numbers give the associated
coordinates.
4.2.3

NODE-WEIGHT ..SECTION :

The non-zero node weights are given in the form (per line)

<integer> <real>
The integers give the number of the respective nodes. The real numbers give the associated
node weight. This section is terminated by -1.
4.2.4

TOUR-SECTION :

A traveling salesman tour is specified in this section. The tour is given by a list of integers
giving the sequence in which the nodes are visited in this tour. This list is terminated
by -1 for compatibility with a more general definition used in TSPLIB to incorporate
solutions for vehicle routing problems.
4.2.5

EDGE..DATA-5ECTION :

Edges of a graph are specified in either of the two formats allowed in the EDGE.DATA-TYPE
entry. If the type is EDGE..LIST then the edges are given as a sequence of lines of the form

<integer> <integer>
giving the terminal nodes of every edge. The list is terminated by -1.
If the type is ADJ..LIST then the section consists of a list of adjacency lists for nodes. The
adjacency list of a node is specified as

<integer> <integer> . . . <integer> -1
where the first integer gives the respective node and the following integers ( terminated by
-1 ) give adjacent nodes. The list of adjacency lists is terminated by an additional -1.
4.2.6

EDGE_WEIGHT-5ECTION :

The edge weights are given in the format specified by the EDGE_WEIGHTJ'ORMAT entry.
The matrix formats are self-explaining and their length is implicitly given. If the format
WEIGHT ..LIST is specified then a sequence of lines of the form

<integer> <integer> <integer>
has to be given where the first two integers give the terminal nodes of the edge and the
third integer is the edge weight. The list is terminated by -1.
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4.3 Example
As an example file we list part of the data file for Dantzig's 42-city problem. Note that
we have provided data for obtaining a visual display of the problem, though the distances
are given by an explicit matrix.
NAME : dantzig42
TYPE: TSP
COMMENT: 42 cities (Dantzig) (OPT•699)
DIMENSION: 42
EDGE_WEIGHT_TYPE: EXPLICIT
EDGE_WEIGHT_FORMAT: LOWER_DIAG_ROW
DISPLAY_DATA_TYPE : TWOD_DISPLAY
EDGE_WEIGHT_SECTION
0
8
0 39 45
0 37 47
9
0 50 49 21 15
20 17
0 58 60 16 . 17 18
6
0 59 60 15 20
62 66 20 25 31 22 15
6
0 81 81 40 44 60
0 103 107 62 67 72 63 67 46 41 23
0 108 117
61 51 46 26 11
0 145 149 104 108 114 106 99 88
0 181 185 140 144 150 142 135 124 120 99 85 76 35

0 61 62 21
26 17 10
0
41 35 24 20
66 71 77 68
84 63 49 40
0 187 191 146

6
0
3 11 41 37 47 57 55 58
53 59 66 45 38 45 27 15
147
186
188
164
144
176
182
161 134 119 116 86 78 84
63 83 105 109
0
5 12 55
108
88
80
86
92
71
64
71
54
41 32 25
88 101
41 53 64 61 61 66 84 111 113 150 186 192 166 147 180 188 167 140
124 119 90 87 90 94 107 114 77 86 92 98 80 74 77 60 48 38
32
6
0
DISPLAY_DATA_SECTION
170.0 85.0
1
166.0 88.0
2
133.0 73.0
3
4
140.0 70.0
5
142.0 55.0
126.0 53 . 0
6
37
38
39
40
41
42
EDF

147.5
154.5
157.0
158.0
172.0
174.0

36.0
45.0
54.0
61.0
82.0
87.0 ·

The file containing the optimum tour looks as follows.
NAME : dantzig42.opt . tour
TYPE: TOUR
COMMENT: Optimum solution (Length 699)
MASTER : dantzig42.tsp
DIMENSION: 42
NODE_COORD_TYPE: MASTER_COORDS
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DISPLAY_DATA_TYPE: MASTER_DISPLAY
TOUR_SECTION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42
-1

EDF

Finally we list a file containing the 6-nearest neighbor subgraph for this problem.
NAME: dantzig42.6nn.sub
TYPE: GRAPH
COMMENT : 6 nearest neighbor subgraph
MASTER: dantzig42.tsp
DIMENSION : 42
GRAPH_TYPE: SUB_GRAPH
EDGE_WEIGHT_TYPE: UNKNOWN

EDGE_DATA_FORHAT: ADJ_LIST
NODE_COORD_TYPE : MASTER_COORDS
DISPLAY_DATA_TYPE: MASTER_DISPLAY
EDGE_DATA_SECTION
1
2
3
4
5
6

36
37
38
39
40
41

4 39 40 2 42 41 -1
3 39 40 42 41 -1
5 6 9 7 8 4 -1
42 41 39 40 6 8 7 5
37 38 7 39 40 6 -1
9 31 8 7 -1

38
40
40
42
42
42

-1

37 -1
39 38 -1
39 -1
41 40 -1
41 -1
-1

-1

In the previous two cases note the use of "MASTER"-keywords to relate the files to the
corresponding problem data file.
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5. A sample session
This final section is a very important one. It describes a sample interactive session using
TSPX. Before making own experiments the user should go through t~s section and perform
everything exactly as described here. It is recommended to not skip any of the single steps.
We invoke the software (provided it has been implemented properly and the necessary
execution path is established) by typing the command "tspx". The TSPX-window will now
appear on the screen.
In the following we will indicate every step that has to be performed by the user with a
"•" and use a slant font to describe the step.

• Move the cursor over the ''I/0 "-button, press the left mouse button and keeping
it pressed move the cursor over the Read problem-item of the menu that appears.
When this item is inverted release the mouse button.
A pop-up window appears which serves for specification of the input file. The directory
item gives the path to the standard problem library. Check whether this is correct. This
directory should contain at least the problem pcb442 from TSPLIB in the corresponding
data file pcb442. tsp.

• Type "pcb4" using the keyboard to the file item. (Note that you can switch between the file and the directory item using the RETURN-key and that a blinking caret
indicates the line you are modifying.) Move the cursor over the "Read"-button and
click the left mouse button, i. e. press it and release it.
An error message appears since we did not specify the name of an available data file.

• Correct the file name to read pcb442 and issue the read operation again.
Since the file "pcb442" is not contained in the standard library the default suffix " . tsp"
is added. The data is read and the canvas displays the problem data. The information
panel is filled with some details.

• Obtain more information on the current problem by clicking at the ''More info "button with the left mouse button.
You see now e. g. that you have a Euclidean problem and that an optimum tour is already
known and stored in the file pcb442. opt. tour in the problem directory.
• Return from this window by selecting "done" in its frame menu using the righ t
mouse button.
The window disappears. We now make some experiments using the canvas menu.

• Press the right mouse button in the graphics area and select some of the items of
the menu that appears now. Do not select the items "Screendump" or "Clear" and
after having tried some items select "Reset" to return to the first picture.
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(If you erroneously selected "Clear" you have to go to the command panel, press the left
mouse button on the "Display" -button and select "Drav problem" from the menu that
appears.)

• Press the left mouse button on the "Construct"-button in the command panel and
select "Space filling curves" from the appearing menu.
The space filling curves heuristic is performed and the resulting tour of length 65879 is
shown.

• Now choose the "Nearest neighbor" item from tbe same menu.
A window appears requesting input of a parameter for this routine, namely a starting
node.

• Move the cursor to the parameter window
the ''Execute"-button.

an (

specify the starting node 1. Click

Now the nearest neighbor heuristic is performed and gives a tour of length 61229. Note
that duri_n g execution the upper left button in the command panel changes its label from
"Terminate" to "Running" and that the bounds in the information panel are updated.
Before proceeding we will have a look at the current options in effect.

• Click the left mouse button over the ''Options"-button.
A window appears showing the current options setting.

• Have a look at all the options that are available. You can click at some of them to
see what values are available, but return to the original setting! In particular, be
sure that "Mouse input" was set to "Yes" when the windol'.· was displayed.

• Press the "Cancel"-button, i. e. click the left mouse button at it .
\\•e will nmv use mouse input for specifying parameters.

• Select again the nearest neighbor heuristic via the "Construct "-button.
• Move the cursor to the canvas and invoke the display of node numbers. (Select the
respective canvas menu item using the right mouse button.)
• Click the left mouse button at several nodes and observe that the parameter windon-·
is updated.
• Finally select node 190 by clicking at it.
• Press the ''Execute"-button in the parameter window.
A new tour of length 60584 is computed ~d the bounds in the information panel are
changed.
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• Select the farthest insertion heuristic using the ''Construct "-button.
You can now specify a starting tour by giving the sequence of its nodes. You can input the
nodes either by clicking at them or by writing their number into the parameter window
(to the right of the arrow). The keyboard input of a node number has to be terminated
by a blank character.

• Use both of these possibilities to input a starting tour.
Observe that the tour is immediately drawn and that the participating nodes are highlighted.

• Specify a node more than once or input a wrong node number to obtain error
messages.
• Press "Execute" after having specified

a

valid tour.

You will have noticed that a button showing the label "Interrupt" appears during the
execution of the heuristic. This button can be used to stop a routine and abandon it. We
will use this feature next.

• Invoke the farthest insertion heuristic again. Press the interruption button after
about half of the nodes have been inserted into the partial tour.
The heuristic stops and a message is displayed in the information panel.

• Press "Problem log " to see what has been performed so far.
• Return from that window by selecting "done" in its frame menu (right mouse button) .
• Select "Spanning tree + 1-tree" from the menu associated with the command
panel button "LowBound".
A 1-tree is computed now providing us with a simple lower bound on the length of the
shortest tour. Observe that Prim's algorithm is used to compute a minimum spanning tree
and that one further edge is added to this tree. The information panel is updated and we
have a quality guarantee for the current tour.

• Compute the V6ronoi diagram for the current problem by selecting the respective
item from the menu associated with the "Auxiliary"-button.
In addition to the Voronoi diagram that is displayed now also its dual, the Delaunay
triangulation, is computed and stored as the current subgraph.

• Display the Delaunay triangulation using the ''Draw"-button and selecting
able menu item (two of the items can · be used here).
• Using the ''Subgraph"-button select "Set subgraph mode ON".
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Now several routines will change their behaviour (see Chapter 3) and the information panel
shows that the subgraph mode was entered by giving the number of edges of the current
subgraph.

• Select "Spanning tree + 1-tree" again from the menu associated with the button
''Low Bound".
Observe that a different algorithm than before, namely Kruskal's algorithm is used. Since
the Delaunay triangulation contains a minimum spanning tree we know that this tree is
correctly computed now.

• Display the "Problem log"-window and study its contents.

In particular you will see that the first lower bound computation resulted in two entries:
one for the spanning tree and one for the 1-tree computed from this spanning tree. The
second lower bound computation added three entries to the problem log: one for the
minimum spanning tree, one for a geometric lower bound (based on circles and moats),
and one for the 1-tree bound. (Since minimum spanning trees are not unique the two
1-tree bounds did not have to coincide necessarily.)
• Return from this window.
• Enable single step mode using the "Options"-button.
• Start the farthest insertion heuristic after having specified a starting tour.

After invoking this heuristic it will stop before inserting the next node. The node about to
be inserted into the current partial tour is highlighted and two additional buttons ( "Step"
and "Run") appear in a window.

• Press the ''Step"-button and repeat this several times.
• Press the ''Run"-button.
Note that the single step mode remains enabled.

• Verify this by calling the nearest neighbor heuristic or by having a look at the current
options setting.
Before terminating the session we will display an optimum tour for the problem.

• Select "Read tour" by using the ''I/O"-button.
• Complete the ii.le name in the pop-up window to read "pcb442. opt. tour': and press
''Read".
An optimum tour of length 50778 will be displayed. We will now terminate the session.

• Click the right mouse button at the 'Terminate"-button.
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A help window appears giving information on this button (as it would be the case for every
other command button when the right mouse button is clicked at it).

• Return from this window and now click the left mouse button at the 'Terminate "button.
• Move the cursor to 'Terminate" in the pop-up window that appeared and click
the left mouse button.
The program exits.
This was just a short introduction into the operation of TSPX. To get more insight the
user should now start to conduct own experiments. However, before invoking an algorithm
the user should be informed about its purpose. We suggest the following exercises and
recommend to take some time to get aquainted with TSPX!
- Run the random insertion heuristic and learn how to input more than one parameter.
- Compute the convex hull for a problem using single step mode.
- Apply the farthest insertion heuristic starting with the convex hull tour.
- Write the current tour and the current subgraph to new external files.
- Execute an improvement heuristic.
- Compute the 10 nearest neighbor subgraph for pcb442 using two different procedures
( directly and based on the Delaunay graph).
- Enable writing of statistics to an external file.
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6. Installation issues
In this. section we describe the installation of TSPX using the distribution tape.

6.1 Reading the installation tape
The complete software described in this manual as well as the library of traveling salesman
problems TSPLIB is contained on a distribution tape. The software is implemented for
Sun-4 systems running the operating system version 4.1. It will be updated for future
versions.
First make a directory for the installation at a suitable place in your system (in the following
we assume that the directory /home/tsp is used and that your system's prompt is sun4% ),
1. e.

sun4% mkdir /home/tsp
and change to that directory

sun4% cd /home/tsp
Now read the distribution tape using the command

sun4% tar xvfb /dev/rstO 126
When the reading is completed you will have two subdirectories in this directory, one
containing the problem library TSPLIB and one containing the TSPX software.
The library TSPLIB comprises many problems mentioned in the literature and some further problems. Problems are of various types, most of them are Euclidean problems in the
2-dimensional plane . The input and output conventions of TSPX meet exactly the standards defined for TSPLIB , therefore these problems can be read without any data conversions necessary. Further information and references can be found in REINELT (1991b) and
REINELT (1991c) as well as in the file READ..ME in the library's directory. In case that the
problem library is distributed in a compressed version it has to be uncompressed using the
uncompress command. If you want to have this library at a different place you can now
move it there.

6.2 Preparing execution
Now change to the directory tspxdir.
sun4% cd /home/tsp/tspxdir

This directory contains the executable program tspx, but before being able to start it
some default settings have to be made.
First a default directory for writing statistics has to be chosen. Suppose that we choose
the directory /home/tsp/TSPX..STATS. Generate this directory and make sure that it can .
b e read and written.
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sun4¼ mkdir /home/tsp/TSPX..STATS
sun4Y. chmod a+wr /home/tsp/TSPX..STATS
The file TSPX~EF ~IRS has to reflect your setup. The file on the tape may contain inappropriate entries and has to be changed. If it is prepared according to the above definitions
its content should be
/home/tsp/tspxdir
/home/tsp/TSPLIB
/home/tsp/TSPX..STATS
/d~y
Change the first three entries giving now your installation, problem, and statistics directory.
Leave the fourth entry. It is not used so far but has to be present.
The program can now be started by giving the command
sun4Y. tspx
and the sample session should be performed.

6.3 Files of interest
Most of the files contained in the directory tspxdir are of interest only for a user who
wants to make own extensions. For getting full access to the algorithmic core of TSPX and
for writing own software around this core a detailed study of the inner workings of TSPX
is necessary. This information is contained in REINELT (1991d).
For the purposes of a "normal" user the majority of these files is not important. It should
only be noted that there is a subdirectory helpfiles which contains the files
general.help
plot.help
aux.help

options.help
demo.help
display.help

construct.help
io.help
lower.help

improve.help
subgraph.help
terminate.help

These files are shown when the Help-function is invoked in TSPX. Users who want to edit
these files may do so.
The file TSPX-VERSION gives the current version of the software, and tsp. icon contains
the icon that is displayed when the TSPX-window is made iconic.
Some of the files (in particular the include files with suffix ". inc") are necessary when a new
version of TSPX containing additional user-defined distance functions is to be generated.

6.4 Adding new distance functions
Maybe the simplest enhancement a user might think of is the introduction of a distance
function that is not covered by the standard distance functions.
\iVithout any modifications TSPX is prepared for handling up to three special distance
functions. These are selected by specifying the edge weight type SPECIAL1, SPECIAL2, or
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SPECIAL-3, resp., in the problem data file. The first two functions asswne that x- ~d y-

coordinates are present for the points defining the problem. These coordinates are accessed
via the arrays c..xcoord [] and c_ycoord []. For the function .SPECIAL-3 it is assumed that
also z-coordinates are present (accessible via the array c..zcoord[] ).
The corresponding distance functions have to be implemented by the user. They can be
implemented in an arbitrary file that has to be linked with TSPX. A file txuserdist. c
is already prepared in the subdirectory SOURCES and contains the declarations for the
three possible functions. They are dspecial1O, dspecial2 0, and dspecial3 0 for the
respective edge weight types. ·
Suppose a user has a special distance function f that shall be applied for the problem
pcb442 . tsp instead of the Euclidean distance. He would. then modify the input file by
introducing the type SPECIAL_1 as follows.
NAME: pcb442
COMMENT: Drilling problem with special distance function

TYPE : .TSP
DIMENSION : 442
EDGE_WEIGHT_TYPE: SPECIAL_1
NODE _CO ORD_SECTION
1 2 . OO0OOe+O2 4.0OOOOe+O2
2 2.OOOOOe+O2 5.OOOOOe+O2
3 2.OOOOOe+O2 6.OOOOOe+O2

440 2.55OOOe+O3 7.1OOOOe+O2
441 7.5OOOOe+O2 4.9OOOOe+O2
442 O. OOOOOe+OO O.OOOOOe+OO

The implementation off would be added as subroutine dspecial1O.
int
dspecial1(i,j)
int i,j;
I*=== Compute distance between cities i and j with function f

••=*I

{

return((int) f(c..xcoord[i] ,c_ycoord[i] ,c..xcoord[j],c_ycoord[j]));
}/*special1*/

A new version of TSPX can then be generated by issuing the following command.
sun4Y. cc -o tsp~ 0BJECTS/tspx.o 0BJECTS/vcp_useradds.o \
S0URCES/txuserdist.c \
txvinlib.a txintlib.a tspxglib.a \
-lsuntool -lsunvindov -lpixrect -lm -lplot -DGRAPHICS -04

Of course, depending on your environment this command may look a little bit different
because directories may not be the same. The command given here works if everything
is done as described above and. if include files are included in txuserdist ·. c with their
proper path names. Note that we have to include vcp-useradds. o and ~spx. o explicitly.
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